Abstract. The assurance of model quality in parametric CAD implies that designers must build models that facilitate reuse while retaining their design intent when modified. In this context, a suitable selection of geometric constraints that operate within and between features is key to produce robust-while-flexible models which are a prerequisite for reusability. This paper introduces a new classification of 3D CAD model constraints that builds on the idea that making the meanings, similarities and differences explicit can result in better usage, making models robust to prevent catastrophic failures when edited as well as flexible enough to enable easy editing. Results from a preliminary user study designed to validate the significance of the new classification are discussed. Simple exposure to the proposed classification appears insufficient to validate effectiveness. Future work on educational approaches that focus on the challenges of selecting an effective set of constraints for particular reuse scenarios is suggested.
INTRODUCTION
This paper revisits the role of constraints, also called relations or bindings, in history-based feature-based parametric models and its implementation in procedural Mechanical CAD systems (MCAD). Representations are parametric (or constraint-based, or variational) if they are solved as geometric figures by defining and positioning a set of geometric elements with respect to each other so that a set of constraints is satisfied [26] . They are procedural (also known as generative or history-based), when they can be described in terms of a sequence of instructions or "procedures" (which may include the solution to constraint sets).
In our view, the historical development of geometric constraints in 3D CAD models has been primarily driven by increasingly more powerful computational resources to support the constraint solvers [2] , [3] , [7] , [21] , while the adoption of a proper theoretical framework has not received the required attention. This has negatively impacted the effective use of CAD systems, which requires both the acquisition of strategic knowledge such as the selection of effective modeling alternatives and the proper use of constraints to capture design intent [6] , [13] , [28] , [31] . In this context, it is important to note that the problem of constraint application is complex. On one hand, the designer must incorporate as many suitable constraints as needed to produce a robust model that can retain its original design intent when modified. On the other hand, the geometric model should pursue maximum flexibility to "permit design changes yet be sufficiently robust to prohibit undesirable changes that alter topology or violate design intent" [5] .
Developing proper constraining skills is not an easy task. In this regard, it has been stated that beginner CAD users do not fully understand the semantic differences between constraints by simply being exposed to those concepts [17] . This could be considered an example of "shallow" CAD learning (as opposed to deep CAD learning), according to the distinction by Menary and Robinson [28] . An improvement in the learning of the constraining activity would support that trainees not only learn the steps required to construct CAD models, but also understand the most appropriate strategy of constructing a model for a particular application.
Current commercial CAD applications usually offer "automatic" constraining capabilities that, at best, let users express their preferences regarding what constraints to apply. This approach is distant from the vision of Anderl and Mendgen, where automatic constraint detection mechanisms "should help the designer formulate the constraints which consistently describe the intention of his design" [3] . A recent survey of 3D CAD model quality failures revealed that the automatic detection mechanisms provided by current interactive modeling editors do not prevent all the morphological errors derived from ineffective modeling strategies [15] . Although modern commercial history-based parametric CAD applications provide mechanisms (or at least information) to effectively manage both under and over-constrained sketch profiles, assurance of design intent is hardly supported by current CAD quality testers [15] . In particular, there is no support to detect and improve fully constrained profiles that use low semantic constraints (i.e. constraints that hardly convey the meaning linked to their functionality or design intent). As an example of the negative effects of low semantic constraints, Gonzalez et al. [16] demonstrated that relations that fix the location of geometric entities relative to the reference system (anchor constraints) are inefficient, as they produce valid but inflexible profiles that reduce model reusability.
The problem becomes even more challenging when interoperability forces model exchange by translating product data representation into a different format, as constraints information is lost in the process. Currently, no commercial CAD application exists to support the functionality described by the ISO 10303 application protocol 242 [22] to manage parametric and constrained geometry models.
Furthermore, there is a lack of understanding of the theoretical basis required to build robustwhile-flexible CAD models which is a necessary prerequisite for model reuse [31] . Reusability and design intent may require conflicting strategies [14] , [29] . It has been recently stated that design intent may be embedded at three different levels: 1) sketch constraints, 2) relationships between modeling operations, and 3) modeling operations themselves [29] . Adding constraints to a sketch may be fast and reliable, but hides the design intent within the sketch, whose internal contents are not directly visible when inspecting the model's design tree. However, adding constraints at the 3D level can arguably be more limiting than the 2D alternative, since the available constraints are usually limited to bilateral symmetry and rectangular and polar replication patterns.
In order to contribute to the improvement of modeling strategies, this paper introduces a new classification of 3D CAD model constraints that builds on the idea that making the meaning (or "semantics") of the constraints-as well as their similarities and differences-explicit will result in improved design intent communication. This improvement will ultimately have a significant positive impact on the overall quality of parametric CAD models (particularly in terms of robustness) so catastrophic failures can be minimized when a model is edited, but provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate variations without losing the original design intent.
The paper is organized as follows: first, the scope of the study is described. Then, a review of the classifications of geometric constraints proposed by different authors is provided. Next, we introduce a new classification that is consistent with the existing literature but emphasizes the different types of design intent that constraints convey. Finally, we present the results of an experiment that suggest that CAD trainees comprehend the differences between constraints only partially and discuss how the new classification can help novice users to become more conscious about the differences and similarities between constraints.
SCOPE
Engineering constraints can be defined as those "relating geometric and other product properties, like material properties or technology and manufacturing properties" [3] . Geometric constraints operate in procedural MCAD systems at three complementary levels: within features, between features and between parts [4] . In the context of our paper, feature is used as a generic term, encompassing from simple modeling operations (also called form features) up to design and manufacturing features (functional features, as defined by Shah and Mantyla [32] ). Engineering and geometric constraints are relevant at the detailed design level, as opposed to the specifications that act as requirements at the higher conceptual design level [33] . This paper focuses exclusively on geometric constraints.
Geometric constraints can operate inside parts or between parts. Constraints that operate inside parts are mainly embedded within the profiles used to produce 3D swept shapes. Constraints between parts (also called mating conditions or mates) can be hierarchical or relational. The first "can be modeled as relationships between sets of points (markers) on different bodies, which constrain the rigid bodies to which they are attached" [24] . Alternatively, relational constraints are used to establish relative placements between parts to replicate physical conditions (like the joints used by Autodesk®), design functionalities (by implementing affordances in the assembly process, such as a flap that fits into a groove [29] ), or assembly methods (e.g. joining, fastening, bonding, etc., as described by [1] ). Constraints that operate between parts are out of the scope of the present study. Additionally, this work does not consider the Semantic Feature Modelling (SFM) paradigm (where "all properties of features, including their geometric parameters and validity conditions, are declared by means of constraints" [9] ) or 3D constraints (which were reported as an open problem by Chen [12] ). We assume that interaction between features is mainly due to the effect of some constraints that describe validity conditions of the features [8] . Therefore, the so-called attach constraints [9] are also considered here, as they describe where and how features are attached to each other. To a certain extent, they are responsible for the parent-child relationships in the model trees. In the words of Anderl and Mendgen "the first are defined or detected in sketching mode while the second may also be defined as attributes of the geometry generating function" [4] . Attach constraints are considered here only as long as they are introduced into the sketches to link them to previous sketches of features. The problems derived from mutual relationships between constraint-structures in CAD models-which were extensively described by Anderl and Mendgen [4] and continue to be open problems are not considered in this paper.
We assume the so-called constructive approach (where the user adds constraints while defining sketches or features [3] ). Automatically detected constraints (rule-based approach) make no difference, provided that the automatic detector preserves the design intent (which is not as frequent as it should, since the rules tend to prioritize constraints that refer to the position and orientation of sketched elements relative to a given coordinate system, instead of relative to one another). Otherwise, the user should be allowed to edit the detected constraints, since "the detected constraints (like parallelism or perpendicularity of lines) may be correct only for the current instance of the model and not for any of its intended variants that may be generated by parameter variation" [4] .
Finally, and being consistent with Aldefed [2] , the classical distinction between explicit and implicit constraints is not considered, as implicit constraints (those that are not declared because they are assumed to be necessarily perceived by the user) make no sense in parametric CAD. However, we note that some authors use the term "implicit" to refer to structural, associative or geometric constraints [25] , [26] . Likewise, other authors use explicit or implicit for constraints that directly or indirectly relate two separate items, respectively. For instance, two lines are said to be explicitly constrained as parallel, or implicitly made parallel by making them share the same direction [33] . Naturally, we assume the direct approach as it is the most appropriate for conveying design intent.
RELATED WORK
The explicit use of constraints can be traced back to Hilbert and what the author called relations [20] : "We think of these points, straight lines, and planes as having certain mutual relations, which we indicate by means of such words as 'are situated,' 'between,' 'parallel,' 'congruent,' 'continuous,' etc." To discuss the relations systematically, Hilbert developed five groups of axioms: connection, order, parallels, congruence and continuity. As an example, the plane axioms of group connection define the coincidence constraint between point and line, as "Two distinct points A and B always completely determine a straight line a," or "a goes through A and through B."
Since the beginning of CAD applications, Sutherland defined constraints as basic relationships between picture parts built into the system. This definition implies that constraints must be explicit and that the drawing is constraint driven. According to Sutherland, "The major feature which distinguishes a Sketchpad drawing from a paper and pencil drawing is the user's ability to specify to Sketchpad mathematical conditions on already drawn parts of his drawing which will be automatically satisfied by the computer to make the drawing take the exact shape desired". [34] . Other relevant authors contributed to express constraints by predicates [11] .
The key role of constraints in the process of CAD modeling has been highlighted by other authors such as Anderl and Mengen, who described the architecture of constraint-based CAD systems as consisting of "the hybrid modular for geometry and topology on the one hand and of the components for modelling and solving the constraints on the other hand" [3] . Shih and Anderson [33] defined constraints as "limitations on an item's permissible values within itself or with respect to other elements in the design."
Constraints behave differently within the CAD model depending on its type. Aldefeld [2] distinguished between structural and metric constraints. Structural constraints refer to topological and other relationships that "cannot reasonably be modified continuously, as is the case, for example, with point-track incidence, parallelism, tangency, and symmetry." Conversely, metric constraints fix coordinates, lengths, or angles formally described by numbers, or variables, ranging over numerical intervals. The use of dimensions as constraints can be traced back to the work by Gossard et al. [18] , [25] . The most common practice in the use of constraint-based CAD tools still distinguishes between two consecutive steps in the modeling procedure: 1) adding constraints/relations, and 2) adding dimensions [10] , [19] , [31] . Some authors assume that once a fix subset of constraints is determined, a subset of variable constraints can be used to find a good design, or a family of objects. They also assume that most (if not all) fix constraints are associative, while the metric ones drive the changes [30] .
Multiple classifications for constraints have been proposed. Mantyla and Shah classified modeling constraints in four groups: ground, dimensional, geometric, and algebraic [27] . Ground constraints provide references between the part and the global coordinate system. A geometric constraint imposes relationships between geometric entities such as tangency, collinearity, parallelism, perpendicularity, coincidence of points, symmetry, etc. Dimensional constraints may be used to indicate the size of specific entities or the relative location between different entities. Algebraic constraints impose restrictions on design dimensions in the form of mathematical equations. Ault [5] also supported the classification by Mantyla and Shah. Shih and Anderson [33] distinguished different types of limitations on an item's permissible values, such as size, shape, position, orientation, dimension and logical relationships (such as identical, distinct, and set relation). Klein [23] defined five categories of constraints: (1) geometric and arithmetic constraints, (2) Topological conditions, (3) Type constraints, (4) Existence requirements, and (5) Relational conditions. Geometric constraints include tangentiality or orthogonality, incidence relations, etc. Topological relations include adjacency, incidence or inside relations, and topological connectedness or disconnectedness.
Most of the above classifications were mainly developed from the point of view of geometry and/or computer science. Consequently, they do not put the focus on conveying design intent to enhance model quality. As an exception, we can cite an early approach by Shih and Anderson [33] , who described three effects of constraints on design: (1) as restrictions and limitations on parameters that define the design, (2) as freedom for modification of the design, and (3) as a design generating tool subject to #1 and #2.
In this paper, we propose a new classification of geometric constraints that is consistent with the existing literature and takes into consideration the quality and reusability effects of the constraints on the end model.
A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF CONSTRAINTS
Instead of the multiple peer types of constraints proposed by some authors, we advocate for combining two main criteria. First, we distinguish between discrete (or digital) and continuous (or analog) constraints, which are then further subdivided into intrinsic and extrinsic. In our view, the distinction between structural and metric [2] (also called associative and metric) is still the primary classification for constraints. Yet, the constraints are renamed for two reasons: (1) to emphasize their different behaviors, as structural constraints act in a binary manner (active/inactive), while metric constraints vary continuously within a range, and (2) to clarify their differences, as most CAD users tend to classify the constraints according to the symbols used to depict them. Users clearly distinguish between constraints depicted by dimensions and constraints depicted by symbols that are similar to one another (such as those represented by small icons enclosed in squares in many commercial CAD packages). A simple example is the fix constraint, typically represented with an anchor symbol, which conveys a metric constraint that could be continuously modified just like dimensions. In other words, although this constraint could be managed as a dimension, as opposed to an associative constraint, it is "perceived" as a binary mechanism (fixed/unfixed) in which the variability of its coordinates is typically unused. For example, the location of the square in Figure 1 -left is perceived as fixed, while the square in Figure 1 -right is perceived as variable, despite being both equally variable. Consequently, classifications of constraints should not ignore the semantics of the symbols used to represent them, because they convey a particular meaning that can be misconstrued. The distinction between discrete (associative) and continuous (metric) constraints is based on computational reasons. Primarily, the two types of constraints are better solved separately, as solving discrete constraints may result in algebraic singularities that are different from those that may arise from solving continuous ones. In addition, for practical reasons, it is usually a good habit to add associative constraints before adding metric ones. However, there are also conceptual reasons that need to be considered, since discrete constraints are usually related to permanentor, at least, more restrictive-design criteria. In this regard, it is recommended to avoid the use of continuous constraints when a discrete equivalent exists. For example, using an angular dimension of 90 degrees is usually interpreted as a variable constraint that occasionally equals to 90 degrees. However, using a discrete constraint of perpendicularity conveys the clear design intent of maintaining orthogonality in future design changes. Our second subdivision derives from the classification by Mantyla and Shah [27] which, in addition to distinguishing between associative and metric constraints, also differentiates between constraints that relate geometrical components of the figure to each other (intrinsic), from constraints that relate the figure to the scene (extrinsic). We use the terms shape vs. position to emphasize this distinction. There are practical reasons to distinguish between these types of constraints, as designers typically prefer to control the shape of an object separately from its position. There is also a theoretical background, since geometrical transformations traditionally distinguish between those that maintain the rigid-body properties by producing movements (rigid transformations), from those that deform the original shape or size. Therefore, making this distinction explicit facilitates the perception of the invariances, i.e. the properties that will not change when the model is edited. To note that extrinsic constraints are typically lost when a profile is duplicated (copy/paste), while intrinsic ones are retained.
In our classification (shown in Figure 2 ), we define four main types of constraints: shape, size, location and movement. These four types are organized around two orthogonal axes to visualize their suitability. For example, the proper way to fix the shape is by using constraints that are simultaneously discrete and intrinsic (such as parallelism, perpendicularity, tangency, etc.), whereas fixing the size requires intrinsic-continuous constraints (such as dimensions that fix the magnitude of the elements of the shape). Alternatively, constraining the location or the movement requires external references, which requires the use of extrinsic constraints, such as the discrete constraints that locate lines parallel to the references axes, or dimensions that continuously fix the distance between the figure and the reference system. The anchor constraint used in Figure 1 -left is an example of location (as it is "perceived" as discrete), whereas the two dimensions that fix the distance from the lower left vertex of the Figure  1 -right up to the origin convey the idea of movement.
The movement of rigid figures includes displacement/translation and rotation, which are respectively controlled by two dimensions that fix the position of one point in the rigid figure, plus one angle that controls the rotation of the figure as a whole. Note that plane figures are geometrically congruent if they can overlap after being transformed by a movement (or isometry, which includes translations and rotations). Since congruence is similar to equality of numbers, it is sometimes referred to as such. Likewise, figures that require a mirror or specular symmetry to overlap are not congruent (unless we distinguish between direct and inverse congruence). Outside the sketch plane, congruence allows to distinguish between plane figures located in, or viewed from, either side of the plane. Distinctions like dimensional vs. algebraic constraints (valuated vs. symbolic in [21] ) are considered secondary in our classification, since both are metric and may be intrinsic or extrinsic depending on the elements they relate [see the bottom half of Figure 2] ). Therefore, the difference is on the way the changes they produce are controlled. A valuated dimension conveys the idea of an independent constraint, whereas a parametrized dimension denotes an external relationship or control.
Mapping the common constraints available in parametric CAD applications into the framework described in Figure 2 is complex. First, each CAD application provides its own set of constraints, which are not always equivalent to those in other applications. As an example, the set of basic constraints provided by SolidWorks® are shown in Figure 3 . Second, and more importantly, the same constraint may serve different purposes depending on the elements it connects (see explanation of dimension K in Figure 4 for an example). Furthermore, changes may propagate in a way that "even changes to dimension values can entail substantial topological changes" [12] .
Despite the difficulty in defining a general taxonomy of constraints, the above classification is important, since there are common bad habits that users could avoid:
• CAD users tend to distinguish between shape and size, but fail to avoid common modeling mistakes " • CAD users hardly pay attention to the distinction between location and movement.
• CAD users only pay attention to the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic constraints when they are unforgettably aware of the need of facilitating future changes in shape that do not affect position, or vice versa. The proposed classification is intended to emphasize the selection of the most suitable set of constraints for a particular design intent. If the shape of a model is fixed but the size needs to change to produce a family of parts, then the distinction between shape and size becomes key. Alternatively, if the shape and size of the parts are fixed but the parts need to experience transformations (for instance, to assemble them), then the focus must switch to control movements and location. Nevertheless, the classification should not be understood as a rigid framework where the different types of constraints must fit. The constraints are defined based on the geometric effect they produce whereas the classification is aimed at conveying the design intent. 
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
As part of this work, we designed an experiment to determine whether the proposed classification and the introduction of the concept, types and usefulness of constraints can improve the adoption of suitable constraining strategies by CAD trainees.
A group of 35 undergraduate CAD students (all mechanical engineering majors) and 15 graduate students in Industrial Design and Manufacturing were lectured on the importance of fully constraining profiles to favor model reusability. They were also exposed to the different types of constraints, emphasizing the differences between associative and metric, and between intrinsic and extrinsic. No explicit references were made to the relationship between the two classifications as shown in Figure 2 .
Participants were required to complete four tasks. First, they were asked to briefly explain the different types of constraints and highlight their differences and similarities. The responses were ranked by the instructor as null, poor, fair, good, or excellent as shown in the "General knowledge about types of constraints" column in Table 1 (undergraduates) and Table 2 (graduates). As expected, results revealed that the theoretical differences between constraints are not fully understood after a simple exposure to those concepts (the average rank was just fair). Next, students were asked to analyze a sketch of a simple shape (Figure 4) to determine whether the sketch represented a fully constrained, over-constrained or under-constrained profile. The use of a computer to test and solve the problem experimentally was not allowed. Participants were asked to explain and justify their answers. Explanations about the meaning of the symbols were provided: the two axes labelled X and Y represent the local coordinate system, and the symbols enclosed within rectangles act on the elements they are in contact with, representing symmetry, equality or perpendicularity constraints. It can be easily verified that the profile is both overconstrained (the equal constraint in the two circles is redundant with their symmetry condition) and under-constrained (the symmetry axis is not fixed to the midpoints of the long sides of the rectangle). A fully constrained solution is shown in Figure 5 . Because of the ambiguous nature of the profile status, diverse responses were reported, as shown in the "Under-over constrained" column in Table 1 (undergraduates) and Table 2 (graduates). The reasons provided by the participants to justify their answers are summarized in the tables. We note that 13 out of 35 undergraduate students realized that equality B was redundant, whereas only two participants realized that the symmetry axis was not constrained. Alternatively, 9 participants misinterpreted the fact that one of the perpendicular constraints was redundant, and two participants identified the symmetric constraint as redundant. Other incorrect interpretations were also reported, as shown in Table 1 .
The theoretical understanding of constraints was slightly better in the case of graduate students. In our study, 6 out of 15 students realized that equality B was redundant, and 5 realized that the symmetry axis was not constrained. However, four participants incorrectly indicated that one of the perpendicular constraints was redundant, and one interpreted that symmetry was redundant. No additional incorrect interpretations were reported.
Compared to the theoretical method, the practical approach to constraint application can help clarify some of the ambiguities that may appear in the paper version of Figure 4 . For instance, although the symmetry symbol (L) is in contact with the circles, some participants correctly assumed that making the centers of the circles (instead of the circumferences) symmetrical does not imply the equal size of the circles. Therefore, it is plausible that their responses have been biased by this alternative meaning of the constraint.
Another example is the different behavior of some dimensions depending on how they are defined. For instance, if we assume that K represents the distance between the short sides of the rectangle, then those short sides must be parallel to each other. However, no parallelism is implied if K represents the length of the long upper side of the rectangle, or the distance between their two endpoints. The same occurs with dimension H. Solving those ambiguities is trivial when interacting with the CAD figure but becomes impossible without additional explanations in the paper figure. In fact, none of the participants realized this subtle possible alternative meaning of K and H.
For the third task, participants were asked to categorize the constraints shown in the figures by labeling them as shape (F), size (T), position/orientation (P), or other (O). The results are shown in Table 1 (undergraduates) and Table 2 (graduates), columns A to ø. It is important to note that all three tasks where presented to the participants at the same time, which means they could have changed previous answers based on responses to subsequent questions. The last column (ø) was included to report responses from participants who apparently misinterpreted the diameter symbol ø in the figures as another label.
For undergraduates, our results show that most constraints are always, or almost always, perceived in the same way by the participants (A, C, D, E, G, H, J, K, N), but others are unclear for many (B, F, L, M). More specifically, position constraints represented by dimensions are visibly perceived as such (A, C, G). Perpendicularity constraints (D, E, J) are consistently perceived as describing shape. Finally, dimensions that describe the plate and the holes (H, K, N) are clearly perceived as size constraints (although N was perceived only by 27 subjects). Similarly, graduate students consistently perceived some constraints as belonging to a certain category (A, C, D, E, G, H, J, K, N), while others remained dubious (B, F, L, M). The only significant difference with the undergraduate student group was that constraint N was more often identified as a size constraint.
Finally, we asked participants to model the shape depicted in Figure 6 (dimensions were in mm and symmetry, perpendicularity and equality were conveyed implicitly). Participants were explicitly instructed to produce a 3D model by extruding a single profile that could be easily modified by independently changing its size, position and orientation. Table 1 (for undergraduates) and Table 2 (for graduates) summarize the participants' performance. In the undergraduate student group, a total of 27 students submitted a model whose size could be easily altered as expected. Only 4 models could be displaced (although 20 participants constrained the shape in a way that could be easily unconstrained to allow for free movement). However, only 3 models could be easily rotated.
The graduate student group performed slightly better than novices. Nevertheless, significant difference exists between size, and translation and orientation. 14 graduates submitted a model whose size could be predictably changed, but only 4 models could be directly displaced (although 10 students constrained the shape in a way that could be easily unconstrained to allow for free movement) and 5 models could be easily rotated (5 models could be rotated after removing one or two constraints).
We conclude that novice CAD users lack the expertise required to produce models that are easily editable, even if they are committed to produce such models. In the context of constraint application, a clear difference exists between size (which seems it can be controlled by size dimensions in a "natural" way), and translation and orientation (location vs. movement constraints). This mental effort was particularly difficult in the case of rotation.
In a complementary experiment to determine whether the lack of practical training in using the classification was critical, a different group of 37 undergraduate engineering students enrolled in a CAD course repeated the first two tasks. However, this new group had previously analyzed the fully constrained version of the sketch shown in Figure 5 during instruction. In addition, participants in this group were not asked to complete the third task, since they were already familiar with the exercise before they took part in the experiment (it was assigned to them as part of the course and the procedure on how to solve it was available to them in the online learning platform used to support the course). Despite the practical exposure to the classification in general, and the problem in particular, results (shown in Table 3 ) were consistent with those shown on the left side of Table 1 . Table 3 : Summary of participants' responses (undergraduate engineering students with practical exposure to the classification).
With our current data, we speculate that neither simple exposure to the theoretical aspects of the proposed classification nor the practice of such concepts in generic modeling tasks appear to be sufficiently effective. Therefore, as future development, we suggest exploring new teaching approaches that focus on redesigning models, thus forcing the selection of an effective set of constraints for particular reuse scenarios. For instance, modeling the lever shown in Figure 7 is a simple task, where the type of constraints selected do not seem to be critical. However, asking the trainees to produce a redesigned version of the lever with the upper arm rotated at an angle different from 90⁰ would probably require revisiting the sketch of the upper arm to detect and remove inappropriate location constraints (such as horizontal and vertical ones), which should be replaced by constraints that keep the intrinsic shape and size, while allow the rotation (such as local symmetry related to an axis controlled by and angular dimension).
Figure 7:
Example of model redesign to force suitable selection of constraints.
CONCLUSIONS
CAD users are usually encouraged to fully constraint their models in order to ensure robustness. To this end, commercial CAD applications include tools that can help users determine whether their models are fully constrained. These mechanisms are typically based on simple metrics that compare degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) in the sketch against the constraints. Additionally, most CAD packages can also constrain CAD models automatically (often not efficiently) and interactively show the user how the DOFs act on specific geometric elements of the model. However, current CAD systems provide no support to help the user to express properly the design intent through a meaningful set of constraints. For example, the system should give warnings if a symmetric profile is created but no symmetry constraint is applied. All this means, that more intelligent parametric editors should be developed to make easier the constraining tasks to users.
Regarding reusability, parametric CAD models must also be flexible to allow for model reuse. However, flexibility does not only depend on the amount of constraints, but on their semantic level, i.e. the model's capability to convey design intent. In this regard, a review of the relevant literature revealed that constraints have never been characterized according to their semantic level. In this paper, we proposed a new classification of geometric constraints, which distinguishes between discrete and continuous constraints, acting at intrinsic or extrinsic levels. This results in four main types of constraints: shape, size, location and movement.
An experimental study was designed to demonstrate the significance of the new classification. Our study showed that a simple exposure to the proposed classification is not effective, but it seems to be different when users are faced with the challenge of selecting an effective set of constraints for particular reuse scenarios. Evidences in favor of alternative teaching strategies are not conclusive, but they are sufficiently strong to recommend exploring the latter instead of refining the validity of the classification through the former.
Additionally, our results revealed that novice CAD users tend to classify constraints based on the appearance of the symbols used to represent them instead of their semantic level. This is true even after being exposed to the theoretical foundations of design intent, its importance, and how it is conveyed by constraints. Therefore, a natural next step of this study is the development of new training strategies that emphasize the differences and similarities between the various types of constraints and their usefulness to convey design intent and facilitate model editing and reuse.
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